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Background
Ben who was leading his first investigation since joining LPS in 2017, Maria, Rachel D and Sheila
made the short journey from Luton to the outskirts of Caddington to a place known locally as
Badgerdell or otherwise known locally as Bluebell Woods.
Badgerdell woods has been the subject of two interesting and unexplained events that have taken
place over the years the first of which in April of 1963 when Police were called to the woods by two
young schoolboys who had made the gruesome discovery of six cow heads and one horse head
secreted in some bushes. This was investigated by the Police and RSPCA but was never solved
despite enquiries at farms within a fifty mile radius of the woods. Fast forward to the summer of 1979
and a group of children were having a daytime picnic in Badgerdell woods when their attention was
drawn to a creature that they described as being around eight foot tall with wings and a face like an
owl with piercing red eyes. The creature appeared to levitate before moving quickly through the woods
towards the startled children. All of the children ran from the woods towards the direction of Runley
road and in some cases, they have never returned back still effected by their experience to this day.
In 1979 local children encountered an entity described as a mothman. The mothman described by the
children back then was eight foot tall with red glowing eyes and a dark brown creature with pointed
ears at the top of its head and huge wings. Witness described a yellow glow at its feet as being
around eight foot tall with wings and a face like an owl with piercing red eyes. The creature appeared
to levitate before moving quickly through the woods towards the startled children. The figure appeared
to be a cross between a man, bird and a bear and took a keen interest in the children chasing them all
the way back to the Iron Gate where the children escaped into Runley Road Luton.
In the last couple of years, a brand-new housing estate has been erected right next to the wood just
off of Chaul End lane and this has assisted greatly in regards to parking and access. Team member
Ben had visited the woods alone the morning before the investigation in order to familiarise himself
with the wood and the surroundings. He noted that despite it being the middle of the day there were
certain areas that made the hairs on the back of his neck stand up. Ben also noted that the wood
appeared to be void of bird song or animal movement of any kind.

LPS has investigated here many times in the past and was looking to see if a new team would have
the same or different results (see our website for more information). This time the team took a new
route into the woods from a newly built housing estate that was not there previously.
20:30 Investigation Begins.
Racheal and Ben, the first to reach the entrance of the woods, where Ben alerted Racheal to some
glowing eyes at the back of the woods. Ben and Racheal could see an animals eyes reflecting with
their torches. After a couple of seconds they both walked towards the two eyes in the darkness only
for the eyes to be a rather tubby black cat that quickly turned and ran into the lingering darkness. An
excellent start to the evening and a what was perceived to be a good omen from Ben's perspective.
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All the team gathered and continued through the dark woods; the team stop to discuss how they will
be investigating. Racheal starts to experience temperature changes within herself, Racheal’s face
clearly sweating with the changes. Rachael was only wearing a jumper it was a mild evening, unsure
of the cause? Or possibly picking up on something? The team continue to walk on deeper into the
woods. Racheal’s tells the team members her temperature has now gone back to normal. As the team
made their way deeper into the woods, they became acutely aware of how dark and quiet the wood
was with little to no animal sound or movement at all.
20:45 Equipment Experiment using Cat balls, K2 and voice recorder.
The team decide to set up some cat balls and use the equipment curious to see if Moth man maybe
around or anything else Paranormal, but nothing detected on any of the equipment.
21:00 The team walk further into the woods and decide to do a silent vigil for ten minutes.
Marie and Sheila both heard sounds behind where we were standing. Racheal tells the group about a
figure she thought she could see about 7ft tall then she explained that he looked like he was bent over
slightly, Racheal is not sure if this is the trick of the night seeing dark shadows. However, Marie also
spoke of seeing the same figure in the same place. Marie took a few photos to see if it was still there.
Both Marie and Racheal unsure of what this was?
21:10 The team move on to an area where Ben felt eerie feelings with when he did his walk through
the day before, nothing detected. The team continue through the rest of the woods getting to the end
Ben then explains the full history of the woods to team.
22:00 Ben suggests to the team that we should go back to where he had his eerie feelings the day
before and to see what we get? The team set up cat balls k2 and recorder, as Racheal was setting up
her cat balls she felt as though someone was by her side seeing a shadow cast? Racheal explained
this to Ben, but felt maybe this was caused by Ben’s torch light?
EVP captured the only one of the night faint male voices saying remember me as soon as Racheal
speaks of the shadow she saw.
Ben walks away to investigate a little further out with the K2 Marie and Sheila both take up their
positions a little further out also.
Racheal decides to stay and placed cat balls one by a huge tree. Just as Racheal says she won’t
listen with earphone and just record, the cat ball starts flashing under the tree, Racheal alerts the
team, Ben is heard at the same time saying the K2 has flashed up to red at the same time.
All the team gather together and the questioned is asked.
Question? What’s your name? Sheila informs the team that the name Jason has just popped in her
head, she explains she is unsure of this means anything? Racheal explains that, that’s her brother
name who has passed. Racheal hadn’t spoke of him before to Sheila.
Question? Where are you from?
Question? Have you been watching us? Response: Cat balls light up on Ben’s request.
Question: Are you a male? Response: Cat ball flashes in response,
Ben places the K2 near the cat ball, under the tree,
Ben asks again are you a man? Response Cat ball lights up.
Questions asked, is there something you want to say?
Are you watching us?
Racheal asks is this someone who has died in these woods?
Are you someone who’s ashes were sprinkled here? Response Cat ball flashes Twice
Racheal asked did you affect me earlier?
Was you around Ben?
Did you see Ben yesterday? Cat ball flashes in response.
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The team decide to walk back through the woods and see if whoever or whatever has been
communicating with them follows? However no more activity noted.
23:00 investigation finishes.
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